Italian classes for Visiting and Erasmus students

The University of Milano-Bicocca offers Italian classes to Erasmus students who need/want to improve the language. Depending on the entry test result, students will be sorted into the following class types:

90 hours – Italiano pre A2 level
60 hours – Italiano A2 level
45 hours – Italiano pre B1 level

**Erasmus students** must have enrolled by completing the compulsory questionnaire on Italian courses, sent to their personal e-mail.

**Visiting students** (PhD, Free movers,) and **Research Fellows** are requested to send an e-mail to segreteria.lingue@unimib.it by July 20th, 2022 for the fall semester and by Jan. 8th, 2023 for the spring semester. They will be welcome if seats are still available.

We remind Erasmus students that Italian lessons are compulsory if they do not have a B1 certification of Italian language or a B2 certification of English.

Students must take an entry test to be sorted into the correct class.

**ENTRY TEST DATES AND VENUE**

Fall semester: 25th of July 2022 – ONLINE
Spring semester: 13th of January 2023 – ONLINE

The hour and the link to the meeting of the Entry Test will be communicated via e-mail before January 12th 2023. A quick welcome meeting to explain the modalities of the test will precede the tests.

Depending on the results of the entry test, some classes (Pre A2, A2, and PreB1) may be not arranged.

**Results, classes and class timetables** will be posted on [https://www.unimib.it/didattica/lingue-unimib/lingue-programma-erasmus](https://www.unimib.it/didattica/lingue-unimib/lingue-programma-erasmus) by the day before the start of the Italian courses.

**ITALIAN CLASSES**

Fall Semester Italian classes begin on **August 25th 2022** (online classes); from **September 12th 2022 classes will be only live at the university labs.**

Spring semester Italian classes begin on **January 25th 2023** (online classes); from **February 8th 2023 classes will be only live at the university labs.**

Schedules of the classes will be available via e-mail and on [https://www.unimib.it/didattica/lingue-unimib/lingue-programma-erasmus](https://www.unimib.it/didattica/lingue-unimib/lingue-programma-erasmus) by the day before the start of the Italian courses.

**FINAL TEST**

Only students who have attended 75% of the scheduled lessons can take the final test. If students pass the final test and have entered the code ITAERA1 in their Learning Agreement, they will obtain **3 ECTS** in their TOR and receive an email on their UNIMIB address (@campus.unimib.it) with the instructions to get the **Open Badge**. This is a digital certification that can be linked into one’s personal C.V.
If students pass the final test but have not entered the code ITAERA1 in their Learning Agreement, they will receive only an email on their UNIMIB address (@campus.unimib.it) with the instructions to get the Open Badge.

For more information please consult [https://en.unimib.it/education/open-badge-bicocca](https://en.unimib.it/education/open-badge-bicocca) when the Italian classes are over.

**SECOND SEMESTER CLASSES**
Students who stay all year round and have successfully attended Italian lessons in the first semester may request to attend classes in the second semester. They need to send an e-mail to segreteria.lingue@unimib.it by Jan. 8th, 2023 to check the availability of places. The frequency of a second course does not assign additional ECTS.

**CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY**
To improve our service we ask you to fill in a satisfaction survey, before submitting to the exam. The methods and timing will be reported to you by email.

Milano, November 29th 2022